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CAPTURE. yOUR. ATTENTION.
OUTDOOR DISPLAYS
One-stop-shop for all your outdoor signage needs • The Zoom™ line of outdoor flags 
span heights of 8’ to over 16’ • Great for outdoor sporting events and arenas, concerts, 
festivals or to draw attention to any storefront • Strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant, 
durable • Graphics are long-lasting and can endure exposure to outdoor elements
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CAPTURE. YOUR. ATTENTION.
OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

hardware only kit: TNT-3MX3M-FRM-HEX
kit with canopy: TNT-3MX3M-HEX-(COLOR)
canopy only: TNT-CAN-(COLOR)
full wall kits: TNT-FLL-WLL-K-(COLOR)
half wall kits: TNT-HLF-WLL-(COLOR)
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- opens to base size of 9.6’ x 9.6’; coverage area shades 5 people comfortably

- rust-resistant aluminum extrusion frame is completely self-contained with no loose parts

- canopy offered in 5 standard colors (black, blue, grey, white and red) with heat-
press logos and/or vinyl lettering; can also be custom printed

- polyester canopies and sidewalls are water and UV-resistant, providing the ultimate                           
protection from the sun

- hardware only kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines and rolling carrying bag

- canopy kits include canopy (standard colors or custom printed), hardware frame,
stakes, guy lines and rolling carrying bag

- sidewalls and rail skirts offered in standard colors and custom prints; sold separately

- folds compactly into portable, rolling carry bag

- optional hard shell OCE expandable case available as an upgrade

- canopy offered in 5 standard colors (black, blue, grey, white and red) with                                                                       heat-

- polyester canopies and sidewalls are water and UV-resistant, providing the ultimate                                                      

- canopy kits include canopy (standard colors or custom printed), hardware frame,                                                             

comes with 
easy compact 

roller bag

digitally printed 
canopies, sidewalls 

and backwalls 
available
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ZOOM™ FLAGS
- can be used indoors or out

- graphic rotates in wind

- water fillable donut adds 
stability to quad leg 
(optional upgrade)

- graphic printed on flag material

- double sided graphic available

- floor base & ground stake 
included

All Outdoor products have a one year hardware 
warranty and are eco-friendly.
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TEARDROP FEATHER STRAIGHT WIND DANCER TENT

- floor base & ground stake 

ground stake (included)

auger base (ZOOM-AUG)

drive-over base 
(ZOOM-VEHICLE)

ZOOM™ BASE OPTIONS

shown with optional 
upgrade donut water 

fillable base
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All Outdoor products have a one year hardware 
warranty and are eco-friendly.

5’

10’

15’

20’

5’
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15’

20’
TEARDROP FEATHER STRAIGHT WIND DANCER TENT

5’

10’

- adjustable graphic height 
= up to 13’6”

- hollow base can be filled 
with either water or sand 
as weighing agent

- optional carry bag 
available

WIND-LT
WIND DANCER LT

- adjustable graphic height 

  = up to 17’3”

- flag is approximately 43” 
wide

- hollow base can be filled 
with either water or sand as 
weighing agent

- optional carry bag available

WIND-MX
WIND DANCER
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OUTDOOR SIGNAGE
Outdoor signage, flags and displays are great for outdoor 
sporting events and arenas, concerts, festivals or to draw 
attention to any storefront. Outdoor display products are strong, 
solid, stable, wind-resistant and durable. Graphics are long-
lasting and can endure exposure to outdoor elements. 

- single or double sided 

- portable outdoor billboard

- maximum graphic area 
of 8’w x 8’h (weather 
& wind conditions 
permitting)

- 8’7” tall

- easy grommet graphic 
attachment

- optional carry bag 
available

SPKR
SPINNAKER

- visual graphic area = 
  approx. 92.125”w x 32”h

- semi-portable single or 
double sided billboard

- easy grommet graphic 
attachment

- includes ground stakes & 
bungee rope

MONSN-2
MONSOON

- standard graphic height 
  = 70.75”

- 31.5” wide

- indoor or outdoor use

- single or double sided

- hollow base can be filled 
with either water or sand 
as weighing agent

- easy grommet graphic 
attachment

- tension pole system

SB-5
SPRING 5

- max width x min height: 
40”w x 49.5”h

- min width x max height: 
23.5”w x 80”h

- max width x max height: 
40”w x 74.5”h

- min width x min height 
23.5”w x 49.5”h

- outdoor banner stand

- hollow base can be filled 
with either water or sand 
as weighing agent

- easy grommet graphic 
attachment

BLZD
BLIZZARD
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contoured base 
sits stable on 
uneven terrain

recommended width:
1 Brute per 4’ of signage
recommended width:
1 Brute per 4’ of signage
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OUTDOOR SIGNAGE

Outdoor signage, flags and displays are great for outdoor 
sporting events and arenas, concerts, festivals or to draw 
attention to any storefront. Outdoor display products are 

strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant and durable. Graphics are 
long-lasting and can endure exposure to outdoor elements.  

- single span = 32”l x 60”h

- double span = 67”l x 60”h

- withstands winds up to 38MPH

- single or double span street pole banner

single span: PKWY-S-SPN-3
double span: PKWY-D-SPN-3

PARKWAY

- single or double sided

- visual graphic area 

  = 24”w x 36”h

- 3 legs can be filled with water 
or sand

- spring-loaded graphic support 

- 1/8” coroplast plastic or similar 
substrate recommended

- ideal for contour cut custom 
graphics

- graphic size may vary

RCKT
ROCKET

BRUTE

- use one to hold a smaller graphic, or as 
many as you need to hold a large graphic

- secure grip allows for use outdoors in the 
elements as well as inside

- quick set-up, easy storage

- fill with water or sand, must empty 
100% after use

BRUTE

- 31.1”w x 45.7”h x 19.7”d

- front-loading snap frames 
constructed from aluminum & 
powder-coated steel

- single or double sided

- includes clear lens cover

- dual-spring design flexes to 
withstand wind gusts

- compact durable base can be 
filled with water or sand for extra 
stability

- integrated wheel set

WHRL-WND-1
WHIRLWIND




